character drawing of his painter friends, apart from his re- Moore s porting, is good; of Steer and Tonks, excellent. But of all conversa-Moore's portraits, none is so complete as Ms own. I wonder, don reading his books, whether he knew how fully he displays himself and his confused sense of values, his capacity for truth and untruth, his companionability and his caddish-ness, his silliness and again his unexpected simplicity and engaging charm. His self-portraiture, at least, stands as a supreme tribute to his artistic integrity, Not since Hazlitt's Liber Amom has any dialogue been written so revealing of silliness as Moore's with Mrs Harley-Caton, Hazlitt's self-revelation came through a passing obsession, Moore's through a permanent strain of stark insensibility. And I doubt whether, with all his striving after great prose, he wrote anything better than his unclothed presentment of himself, side by side with those of his Dublin sitters in Hail and Fare-well
James Stephens, speaking of Moore's writings, told us that Moore was not only in the painters' debt for his ideas on painting; that when he, Stephens, was struggling to make a living in Dublin, Moore had sent him the plot and the characters of two stories he wanted to write, asking him to supply the dialogue. The situations Moore suggested fitted ill with the plots; Stephens recast the stories, rewrote them in fact. Many letters passed between him and Moore and these letters, some years later, he returned to Moore, receiving, he said, no acknowledgment.
It is not surprising that Moore wanted Stephens1 help; he was shrewd enough to recognize qualities in Stephens he himself lacked. For Stephens could go to a vague and legendary past and make it a living, passionate present. He is the Irish Homer, whose heroes are fierce fighters and ardent lovers, and whose heroines Deirdre and Maeve, lovely as Helen of Troy, are the cause of the killing of noble men and the wasting of cities.
I wonder such books as his Deirdre, and The Demi-Gods are so seldom spoken of; to me they seem among the few

